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Our expertise  in high precision 
execution coupled with innovation  
and creativity  helps us to achieve  
our vision. 
Our insatiable hunger to learn, to 
question, to search for better
answers,  articulate ideas, impose 
new possibilities on different and 
challenging jobs, appreciation and  
implementation of  the knowledge 
of  art, logic and imagination, with 
In depth survey, analysis is 
achieved with best industry 
experts.

About 
F Murniture ind

Using our value engineering expertise 
and passion for innovation, to 
continuously accomplish
With great design with its best 
comfort. Furniture mind is a leading 
manufacturing unit in 
Designing &  value engineering. Our 
priority is to provide the most 
comfort, value for money
and latest trend forecast colours and 
design to our customer. 

V Mision & ission
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furniture mind

TRENDY  SOFA
3+2+1

Trendy, sofa gives a classic and royal look 
to your living room.  upholstered with top 

quality fabric. Cleverly constructed, the 
wooden legs make it a perfect furniture 

piece to be kept in the  house, a beautiful 
tusted pa�ern on each of them, add an 

appeal of comfort and luxury in the room. 

2 Seater, Size: L67xW35xH34 inch

3 Seater, Size: L87xW35xH34 inch 

1 Seater, Size: L46xW32xH30.5 inch 

Create a stunning impression with this comfortable, contemporary sofa 

made �om sost art leather in smart brown  and beige color, with geometric

stitching . seats are having 32 density foam to give more  seating comfort. 

BELLA SOFA
3+2+1

1 Seater
Size: L36xW34xH34.5 inch

2 Seater
Size: L78xW34xH34.5 inch 

3 Seater
Size: L78xW34xH34.5 inch

Key Product points

Key Product points

*Chemically treated ,Kiln dried solid wood for  frame structure. 
*Furniture Grade Engineered wood for  supported structure.  

*32 density of polyurethane foam on seating &28density on back for 
more comfort and long lasting.

*Poly cotton fabric for better touch & feel.  

 * Chemically treated ,Kiln dried solid wood for  frame structure. 
 * Furniture Grade Engineered wood for  supported structure.
 * Molded prole of arm rest .
 * 32 density of polyurethane foam on seating &28density on back for more comfort and long lasting.
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COLTON SOFA
3+2+1

CEDAR SOFA
3+2+1

1 Seater

3 Seater

2 Seater

Size: L36.5xW33xH35 inch 
 

Size: L54xW33xH35 inch
 

Size: L77xW33xH35 inch
 

2 Seater Size: L53xW35xH34 inch

1 Seater Size: L35xW33xH35 inch

3 Seater Size: L52xW33xH35 inch

A fabric sofa set finished with fully upholstery, sofa features 
ample seating space and serves as a perfect furniture piece for 

modern living.  The sost light seat cushioned and minimal tusted 
back maximise relaxation,  the curved armrest design gives it a 
unique and contemporary look. With durable contruction and 

sturdy design, value for money and complete user satisfaction to 
offer you.

Cedar, straight line sofa, unique and contemporary , combines with 

thick block of 32 density form, unique red finish  with Stainless steel 

legs brings an airy and spacious feel to your living space.

Key Product points

Key Product points

* Chemically treated ,Kiln dried solid wood for frame structure. 
*Furniture Grade Engineered wood for  supported structure.

*32 density of polyurethane foam on seating &28density on back for 
more comfort and long lasting.

*Poly cotton fabric for better touch & feel. 

* Chemically treated ,Kiln dried solid wood for  frame structure. 
* Furniture Grade Engineered wood for  supported structure.
* 32 density of polyurethane foam on seating &28density on back for more comfort  
   and long lasting 
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1 Seater Size: L44xW33xH34 inch

2 Seater Size: L62xW33xH34 inch

3 Seater Size: L83xW33xH-34 inch

HAMFIR SOFA
3+2+1

REDMOND SOFA
3+2+1

1 Seater
Size: L46xW33xH35 inch
 

2 Seater
Size: L46xW33xH35 inch

 

3 Seater
Size: L46xW33xH35 inch
 

 Hamfir sofa has  the soul of contemporary 

design, with its rolled armand plush proportion 

and is perfect when it comes creating a cozy space.  

The construction of the safa is perct blend of 

functionality and exceptional aesthetics. 

Comforts meet quality. With its high back straight 

arm and quilted back seat,  Redmond is one of the 

most comfortable seting collection. 

Key Product points

Key Product points

* Klin dried wooden frame  
* 32 density form on seating  portion & 28 density on back 

for  more comfort 
* Chemically treated wood used

* Klin dried wooden frame  
* 32 density Form on seating  portion & 28 density on back for  more comfort 
* Chemically treated wood used
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MAX  SOFA
3+2+1

1 Seater Size: L5xW32xH30.5 inch

2 Seater Size: L70xW35xH34 inch

3 Seater Size: L91xW38xH33 inch

BRASS SOFA
3+2+1

1 Seater

3 Seater

2 Seater

Size: L46xW33xH35 inch 

Size: L82.5xW33xH35 inch
 

Size: L62xW33xH35 inch
 

Blend of beautifully stitched with vibrent colour 
thread, Max is the show-stopping piece for your 

living room, which qualifies to be a talking point for 
all your  conversations. The designs is a perfect 

blend of functionality and exceptional aesthetics.  

Fabric sofa with lavish  arm rests, ample seat 

depth and thick, comfy cushion, this sofa brings 

added comfor to your seating.

Key Product points

Key Product points

* Klin dried wooden frame  
* 32 density Form on seating  portion & 28 density 

on back for  more comfort 
* Chemically treated wood used

* Klin dried wooden frame                     
* 32 density Form on seating  portion & 28 density on back
   for  more comfort         
* Chemically treated wood used
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POLAND SOFA
3+2+1

BOSTAN SOFA
3+2+1

1 Seater Size: L34xW34xH35 inch

2 Seater Size: L55xW34xH35 inch

3 Seater Size: L76xW34xH35 inch

Perfectly designed sofa, upholstered in sophisticated 

dark chocolated brown fabric,easy to maintain, 

comfy sofa offers exceptional value for moneywithout 

any compromise on style or comfort.

1 Seater

2 Seater

3 Seater

Key Product points
* Klin dried wooden frame                      

* 32 density Form on seating  portion & 28 density 
on back for  more comfort

 * Chemically treated wood used

Diamond cut Sofa, with its cuurvy look, brings with it a modern 
twist to any living space. Wooden rod with steel caps compliment 
the elegancy of the sofa.

Key Product points
* Klin dried wooden frame 
* 32 density Form on seating  portion & 28 density on back for  more comfort 
* Chemically treated wood used

Size: L86xW40xH37 inch
 

Size: L63xW40xH37 inch
 

Size: L62xW40xH37 inch
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WINDSOR SOFA
3+2+1
Windsor sofa offers exceptional comfort and adds an understated 
sophistication to your living room. The design is a perfect blend of 
functionality and aesthetic. Each piece is manufactured with 
passion and reflects quality and style, addressing the needs of a 
wide range of audience.

Key Product points

* Klin dried wooden frame
* 32 density Form on seating  portion & 28 density on back for  more comfort 
* Chemically treated wood used

1 Seater

2 Seater

3 Seater

CALIFORNIA SOFA
3+2+1

Contemporary in design, this luxurious art leather sofa is perfect 

for lounging, the gentely tilted back giving just the right amount 

of ergonomic lumbar support for you to sink right in. For the 

ultimate in comfort,  solid wood facia compliment the entire set.

Key Product points
* Klin dried wooden frame

     * 32 density Form on seating  portion & 28 density foam, polyl on 
back for  more comfort                                

* Chemically treated wood used

1 Seater Size: L42xW33xH40 inch

2 Seater Size: L62xW33xH40 inch

3 Seater Size: L82xW33xH40 inch

Size: L43xW39xH29 inch
 

Size: L71xW39xH29 inch
 

Size: L92xW39xH29 inch
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JACE SOFA

MOLLIF SOFA
3+2+1

Utilise living room corner space to the  maximum by 
introducing this handsome , impressively scaled 

corner sofa with round poof, Sectional in style .

Key Product points
* Klin dried wooden frame

     * 32 density Form on seating  portion & 28 density foam, polyl on 
back for  more comfort                                

* Chemically treated wood used

 Size: L68(each sofa)xW33xH29 inch

Size: D24xH16 inch

1 Seater

2 Seater

3 Seater

The Mollif fabric sofa is filled with foam and finer wrapped seat 
cushions offer a comfortable and supportive sit, on a simple but 
stylish shape that would look good in any room. The sofa range  
features an elegantly refined. Sofa offers striking details which 
really show off the quality of design. Bu�on on back rest really 
enhance the beauty of the sofa.

Key Product points

* Klin dried wooden frame
* 32 density Form on seating  portion & 28 density on back for  more comfort 
* Chemically treated wood used

Size: L37xW32xH35 inch
 

Size: L56.5xW32xH35 inch
 

Size: L77xW32xH35 inch
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CONVERTER SOFA

SWEDEN SOFA

Key Product points

Key Product points

Create a stunning impression with this comfortable, 

contemporary sofa made of fabric  in smart beige & brown color, 

with moveable seat which can be converted to centre table.

* Klin dried wooden frame
     * 32 density Form on seating  portion & 28 density on back for  

more comfort
 * Chemically treated wood used

 

 Size: L68.5xW28xH32 inch

 Size: L47.5xW28xH32 inch

 Size: L28xW28xH17 inch

This beautiful design Sofa can be converted to a comfortable 

seating as well . This aesthetic design give a royal standard to 

your home.The mesmerizing fabric in blue color is enhancing 

the crast and make its a must have for your Living room

* Klin dried wooden frame
* 32 density Form on seating  portion & 28 density on back for  more comfort 
* Chemically treated wood used
* Sheesham wood used

1 Seater
Size: L77xW28xH29 inch
 

Size: L77xW28xH29 inch
 

Size: L77xW28xH29 inch
 

2 Seater

3 Seater
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NORA L-SHAPE
SOFA

Walton Sofa
Create a stunning impression with this comfortable, 

contemporary sofa made of art leather  in smart 

beige, with solid wood centre table. 

Utilise the corner space to the maximum by 

introducing this handsome, impressively scaled corner 

sofa with smart solid wood side table, this nicely 

designed seating area swistly converts into a 

comfortable extra bed.

Size: L111xW33xH31.5 inch

Size: L60xW36xH30 inch

Size: L111xW33xH31.5 inch

Sofa Size: L114xH30 inch
Lounger Size: L33xH30 inch

Sofa Size: L114xH30 inch
Lounger Size: L33xH30 inch

Key Product points

Key Product points

* Klin dried wooden frame 
                     * 32 density Form on seating  portion & 28 density on 

back for  more comfort
 * Chemically treated wood used

* Klin dried wooden frame
* 32 density Form on seating  portion & 28 density on 
   back for  more comfort 
* Chemically treated wood used
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LUKE SOFA 
CUM BED

EVA SOFA 
CUM BED

For a maximum flexibility, great amount of comfort. 
Whatever configuration you are looking for large or 
small corner unit, extending chaise, 5 seater sofa, it has 
a solution to suit every home or villa.  Upholstered in 
sophisticated grey color fabric, this contemporary 
modular unit keep you in style for many year to come.

Key Product points

Key Product points

* Klin dried wooden frame 
* 32 density Form on seating  portion & 28 density on back for  more comfort 
* Chemically treated wood used

 The supreme quality fabric makes it one of its kinds. The dual 

functionality it serves of being a cozy sofa at one moment and being 

the lavish bed at the other, makes it a decent must have furniture 

product to boost the flexibility in your home decor.

* Klin dried wooden frame
                   * 32 density Form on seating  portion & 28 density on back for  more comfort 

* Chemically treated wood used
Sofa Size: L85xH35 inch
Lounger Size: L59xH30 inch

Sofa Size: L85xH35 inch
Lounger Size: L59xH30 inch

Sofa Size: L107xH32 inch
Lounger Size: L36xH32 inch

Sofa Size: L107xH32 inch
Lounger Size: L36xH32 inch
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ALEX L-SHAPE SOFA

OXFORD L-SHAPE
 SOFA

Create a stunning impression with this comfortable, contemporary L-shpe 
sofa, made of  fabric in smart grey colour.

Key Product points

Key Product points

* Klin dried wooden frame
* 32 density Form on seating  portion & 28 density on back for  more comfort
* Chemically treated wood used

The L Shape Sofa in Granite Grey Colour is upholstered with 

Co�on & Polyester Mixed Fabric. Armrests are outwardly 

curved. The thick padded backrest gives a contemporary look. 

The L Shape sofa's seat and backrest are constructed with  high 

density foam. For extreme comfort interlaced elastic straps are 

used to produce right suspension. 

* Klin dried wooden frame 
* 32 density Form on seating  portion & 28 density on back for  more 

comfort
 * Chemically treated wood used

Sofa Size: L52xW33xH29 inch
Lounger Size: L59x30x29 inch

Sofa Size: L52xW33xH29 inch
Lounger Size: L59x30x29 inch

Sofa Size: L82xH29 inch
Lounger Size: L57xW35 inch

Sofa Size: L82xH29 inch
Lounger Size: L57xW35 inch
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Perfectly designed, this curvaceous sofa is upholstered in beige 
filament polyester which is just so sost and easy to maintain, 
Whilst the body mixes high-density foam and polyfill for total 
comfort. Comes with Inbuilt music system.

* Klin dried wooden frame  
* 32 density Form on seating  portion & 28 density on back for  more comfort 
* Chemically treated wood used

Key Product points

PEACH SOFA

DOLFIN SOFA 
CUM BED

Size: L128xW36.5xH33.5 inch
 

Size: L60xW48xH35 inch
 

Size: L60xW48xH35 inch
 

Fabric upholstered  in warm blue with tusted seating, this 

stylish sofa has an internal click-clack mechanism for 

instant conversion sofa to bed. 

Key Product points
* Klin dried wooden frame 

* 32 density Form on seating  portion & 28 density on back for  more 
comfort

 * Chemically treated wood used
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MARCO SOFA
The architecture and capacity of the L-Shaped art leather Sofa will give you 
a comfortable seating while watching a late night movie. Book shelf and 
side table enhance the beauty of sofa.

Key Product points

* Klin dried wooden frame
* 32 density Form on seating  portion & 28 density on back for  more comfort 
* Chemically treated wood used

Sofa Size: L71xW30xH30 inch
Lounger Size: L89x30x29 inch

Sofa Size: L71xW30xH30 inch
Lounger Size: L89x30x29 inch
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DONO BOOK SELF

LATIVA SOFA TABLE

Contemporary book shelf, designed for your 
modern home interior,  Crasted for compact 
homes,  made of sheesham

Key Product points
* Chemically treated ,Kiln dried solid Sheesham wood .
* Manufactured by modern wood working technique for long lasting.
* Polish by food safe nish in Walnut color to give unique look. 

Tripod Table Strongly tapered, deep wood 
legs gives this mid-century inspired table a 
slightly exotic twist keeping it sturdy while 

still staying chic. 
Key Product points

* Chemically treated ,Kiln dried solid Sheesham wood .
   * Manufactured by modern wood working technique 

for long lasting.
 * Polish by food safe nish in Walnut color to give unique look.

Size: L15.25xW15.25xH24.25 inch

Size: D14.0xH22 inch
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DOUGLAS SOFA TABLE

LORAL SOFA TABLE

In a rich Sheesham finish, this 

distinctive side table cum magazine  

has a graceful shape that neately lends 

itself to magazine storage

Key Product points

Key Product points

Add oodles of style to your home with an 
exciting and designer sofa tray, Made of 

Size: L12xW22xH10 inch

Size: L20xW11 inch

* Chemically treated ,Kiln dried solid Sheesham wood .
* Manufactured by modern wood working technique for long lasting.
* Polish by food safe nish in Walnut color to give unique look. 

* Chemically treated ,Kiln dried solid Sheesham wood .
   * Manufactured by modern wood working technique for long 

lasting.
 * Polish by food safe nish in Walnut color to give unique look.
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TOZO SOFA TABLE

WIND SOFA TABLE,
 MAGAZINE RACK

Size: L13xW11.0xH8 inch

Size: L15xW11xH7 inch Key Product points

Key Product points

Wind sofa table cum magazine rack helps 

you to  organize your valuable books, 

magazines, and newspapers without 

occupying much space. You can place this 

versatile piece at your home or office, it 

comes with 2 glass holders.

Tozo magazine rack helps you to  organize your 

valuable books, magazines, and newspapers without 

occupying much space. You can place this versatile 

piece at your home or office.

* Chemically treated ,Kiln dried solid Sheesham wood .
* Manufactured by modern wood working technique for long lasting.
* Polish by food safe nish in Walnut color to give unique look. 

* Chemically treated ,Kiln dried solid Sheesham wood .
   * Manufactured by modern wood working technique 

for long lasting.
 * Polish by food safe nish in Walnut color to give unique look.
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DORA COFFEE TABLE

BOSTAN COFFEE TABLE

Size: L24xW46xH18.15 inch
 

Size: L24xW45xH18 inch
 

Beautifully crasted solid wood coffee Table, with 
a�ractive ribbed �ame.Great choice for your 
Living room.

Key Product points
* Chemically treated ,Kiln dried solid Sheesham wood .
* Manufactured by modern wood working technique for long lasting.
* Polish by food safe nish in Walnut color to give unique look. 

* Chemically treated ,Kiln dried solid Sheesham wood .
   * Manufactured by modern wood working technique 

for long lasting.
 * Polish by food safe nish in Walnut color to give unique look.

Key Product points

Crasted in Kiln Dried Chemically Treated in  
Acacia Wood .High Quality Thick Accia Wood 

Is Used. Entire Frame .
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ALFA SOFA TABLE

Key Product points

Contemporary Sheesham wood Table cum 
magazine rack reflects designs that are current 
or en vogue. Ideal for Magazines and books

Size: L22xW12xH19.5 inch

Size: L18xW18xH39.5 inch

 MAPLE DINING
Crasted �om beautifully grained 

sustainable solid wood dining set, choice of 
elegant pading chair, best suits to your 

dining room.

Size: L59xW35.5xH29.5 inch

* Chemically treated ,Kiln dried solid Sheesham wood .
* Manufactured by modern wood working technique for long lasting.
* Polish by food safe nish in Walnut color to give unique look. 

* Chemically treated ,Kiln dried solid Sheesham wood .
   * Manufactured by modern wood working technique 

for long lasting.
 * Polish by food safe nish in Walnut color to give unique look.

Key Product points
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DORA DINING

Beautifully crasted solid wood dining set, with a�ractive ribbed 
�ame. High back chair with padded seat makes the set 
unmatchable. Great choice for your dining room.

Key Product points

Size: L30xW36xH30 inch Size: L18xW18xH39.5 inchSize: L16xW43xH41 inch

* Chemically treated ,Kiln dried solid Sheesham wood .
* Manufactured by modern wood working technique for long lasting.
* Polish by food safe nish in Walnut color to give unique look. 
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PYRAMID SOLID 
WOOD BED

Make your bedroom clu�er �ee with Pyramid Solid wood king size bed .
Great Investment for your   cosy bedroom .The rich deep walnut tone of 

this bed add some extra elegance .
added to the fine colour is the sturdiness of the Indian Rose wood.A 

unique pyramid shaped exterior tiles
 which lend a distinctive feature to this bed.Durability of mature Indian 

Rose wood makes this bed safe and value for money .

Key Product points

Key Product points

IMPRESSION SOLID BED 
A rich walnut coloured storage bed Impression King Bed with Storage will

keep your bedroom shine for sure .This bed is handcrasted uniquely and made �om 

Indian Rose wood ( Sheesham wood ) 

with adequate storage space that will help you storing many house holds material.

This bed is highly recommended and can be mqintained very easily by any customer.

 Size: L79xW84.25xH41 inch

 Size: L78.74xW84.25xH41 inch

* Chemically treated ,Kiln dried solid Sheesham wood .
* Manufactured by modern wood working technique for long lasting.
* Polish by food safe nish in Walnut color to give unique look. 

* Chemically treated ,Kiln dried solid Sheesham wood .
   * Manufactured by modern wood working technique 

for long lasting.
 * Polish by food safe nish in Walnut color to give unique look.
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DESIGN IDEAS BY STYLE
DESIGN IDEAS BY STYLE

DESIGN IDEAS BY STYLE

Add a Sense of Welcome With
Warm Colors

All About the Art and Science
of Interior Decorating

DESIGN IDEAS BY STYLE

DESIGN IDEAS BY STYLE

Bring Peace to Your Home With
Cool Colors

DESIGN IDEAS BY STYLE

DESIGN IDEAS BY STYLE

DESIGN IDEAS BY STYLE

Turnkey Projects    Customized Solutions   Dedicated Team    Up For Challenges 
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Unique Designs, Craftsmanship
Quality Assurance 
Customer Support  
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Office/Factory
C-1/2 Ramesh Enclave, Opp. RK Plazza,

Sec-20 , Rohini New Delhi-110086
+91-9899789062,+91-9999425540

info@furnituremind.in
 www.furnituremind.in

North : Delhi,Faridabad,Ghaziabad,Noida,Panipat,Ambala,Ludhiana,Chandigher,Jalandar.
West : Pune,Mumbai,Indore,Surat,Ahamedabad,Bodadra,Rajkot,Nashik.

South : Bangalore,Mysore,Hyderabad,Chennai.
East : kolkata,Silliguri,Gohati.

Our Partner  

INERNATONAL PARTNER
Dubai
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